Effect of Nb addition on the stabilization of amorphous Fe 80 B 20 alloy was studied by electron diffraction structure analysis with the help of computer simulation. Atomic structure models with dense-random-packing 5000 atoms were constructed to reproduce interference functions obtained experimentally for the amorphous Fe 80 B 20 and Fe 70 Nb 10 B 20 alloys. In the structure models so obtained, prism-type local atomic arrangements dominated around B atoms in both the alloys, while deformed-bcc and icosahedral-like clusters were frequently found around Fe atoms. The icosahedral-like clusters and short Fe-Fe bondings were more frequently found in Fe 70 Nb 10 B 20 . The difference of glass forming abilities of these alloys is discussed in relation to the local structural differences.
Introduction
In the last decade, numerous bulk metallic glasses (BMGs) have been found in the Mg-, La-, Pd-, Zr-, Fe-based alloy systems. 1) Extremely high glass forming ability is necessary to synthesize BMGs, where cooling rates are as low as 10 2 K/ s or less. In order to develop new BMGs, it is important to know physical origins of the high glass forming ability in metallic glasses. Effects of atomic size, chemical bonding, and valence electron have been discussed to elucidate the origins. [1] [2] [3] From the structural point of view, it is significant to compare a difference in local atomic arrangements between amorphous structures having low and high glass forming abilities.
Amorphous alloys are usually formed in the vicinity of a eutectic composition. This fact implies that the liquid phase in amorphous alloys tends to separate into the related solid phases on cooling, when the atomic diffusivity is not prohibited. Even if the amorphous structure is obtained, the structural fluctuation is, more or less, considered to occur at an atomistic level, since atomic diffusion as small as one atomic distance cannot be prohibited by the cooling from the melt. Our group has actually found local structural fluctuation (we call it nanoscale phase separation) in the several amorphous alloy systems by means of transmission electron microscopy. 4) For instance, the fcc-Pd and Pd-Si compoundlike clusters were found in the a-Pd-Si alloy.
5) The configuration-types and their fractions of atomic clusters found in the nanoscale phase separated state are considered to affect the glass forming ability. The cluster sizes and their observation frequency are dependent on the cooling rate.
Recently, in Fe-B-based alloy systems, many metallic glasses with high glass forming ability have been produced by addition of the third elements to the binary Fe-B alloys. Among these systems, the amorphous Fe 70 M 10 B 20 (M is the transition metal) alloys are found to have a large supercooled liquid region. 6) As for Fe 70 Nb 10 B 20 , the temperature span of supercooled liquid region is about 54 K. In contrast, a supercooled liquid region cannot be detected on normal heating in the binary Fe 80 B 20 . 7) In this paper, we describe our recent investigation of the effect of Nb substitution to Fe on the local atomic arrangement of amorphous Fe 80 B 20 alloy studied by diffraction intensity analysis with the help of computer simulation. As the diffraction technique, we used electron diffraction in this study, by taking advantage of its high scattering amplitude against light element like B and its scattering information up to high scattering angles as high as those in the synchrotron X-ray diffraction. On the basis of the results, the structural differences between these two alloys are discussed based on the concept of nanoscale phase separation.
Experimental Procedure
The Fe 80 B 20 and Fe 70 Nb 10 B 20 metallic glasses were made by single-roll rapid quenching technique. TEM specimens were prepared by using low-angle and low-voltage Ar beam thinning (Gatan PIPS and LINDA IV3/L). Selected area diffraction patterns (SAED) were taken by 200 kV TEM (LEO-922D) equipped with an in-column-type energy filter. We took the electron diffraction patterns eliminating inelastic part of intensities. Energy window width for selecting zeroloss intensities was adjusted to be about 20 eV. The cameralength was corrected by taking a diffraction pattern for fine gold particles. The diffraction patterns were taken up to a high scattering angle with a scattering vector Q ¼ 200 nm
À1
(Q ¼ 4 sin =; : scattering angle; : electron wave length). The electron intensities were recorded on imaging plates (IPs) and read using an IP reader (DITABIS-MICRON).
From each recorded intensity profile, reduced interference function can be obtained by 8) QiðQÞ
where I obs ðQÞ is the observed intensity of the elastic scattering and f the atomic scattering factor. BGðQÞ is the background intensity, which smoothly links the middle points of the intensity maxima and minima in the intensity profile.
In order to obtain plausible structural models, we combined a static relaxation and a reverse Monte-Carlo (RMC) simulation. 9) We firstly prepared initial structures with randomly distributed 5000 atoms in the cubic cells. To determine dimensions of the structural models, we measured the physical densities of the as-formed Fe 80 B 20 and Fe 70 Nb 10 B 20 specimens by Archimedean technique, and they were 7.31 and 7.68 g/cm 3 , respectively. Dimensions of the cells were then determined as (3.76 nm) 3 for Fe 80 B 20 and (3.79 nm) 3 for Fe 70 Nb 10 B 20 with 5000 atoms based on the measured densities. Note that we also used the measured densities as input parameters in the later RMC calculation. The structures were subsequently relaxed by using LennardJones atomic potentials to satisfy plausible atomic distances for Fe-Fe, Fe-Nb, Fe-B, Nb-Nb, Nb-B, and B-B found in their crystalline phases. So that the interference functions from the structure models reproduce the experimental ones, we finally performed the RMC simulation for these initial structure models by fitting the calculated interference function to the experimental one using weighting factors depend on Q values. The simulation was carried out using RMCA program.
10) For final simulated atomic configurations, we performed the Voronoi polyhedral analysis to examine characteristics of the local atomic environments. In order to remove the short edges, Voronoi polyhedra were created by merging vertices closer than a distance of 0.01 nm.
11)
3. Results with a high coordination number of 14, which are regarded as deformed-bcc clusters. The frequency of finding these polyhedra is larger than that in the Fe 70 Nb 10 B 20 structure.
Discussion
On the basis of high-resolution electron microscopy (HREM) and nanobeam electron diffraction, amorphous alloy structures have been understood to have a structure with nanoscale-phase-separation in which some crystal-like cluster regions with structures similar to those in the crystallization stage are formed locally with sizes of 1-2 nm. 5, 12) In the amorphous Fe 80 B 20 and Fe 70 Nb 10 B 20 alloys, our group already found nanoscale phase separation with bcc-Fe and compound-like local ordered regions by using nanobeam electron diffraction technique together with HREM. 13, 14) We now discuss a difference of the glass forming abilities between the two alloys based on the local atomic arrangements derived from the final structure models. The crystalline phases and their basic structural units already found in the ternary Fe-Nb-B system 15) are represented in Fig. 4 . We can conclude that a more closely packed atomic structure realized in the ternary Fe 70 Nb 10 B 20 glass increases the glass forming ability.
Conclusion
We constructed structure models of Fe 80 B 20 and Fe 70 Nb 10 B 20 to reproduce the interference functions obtained by electron diffraction experimentally. In both of the models, prism-type clusters dominated around B atoms, which are basic structure units found in some Fe-boride compounds. Around Fe atoms, the icosahedral (-like) clusters found in Fe-Nb compounds are rather enriched in the ternary Fe 70 Nb 10 B 20 alloy. On the other hand, atomic arrangements of deformed bcc clusters with a large coordination number are more frequently observed around Fe atoms in Fe 80 B 20 than in Fe 70 Nb 10 B 20 . Since the icosahedral (-like) clusters are regarded as topologically closed packed structure, the higher glass forming ability of Fe 70 Nb 10 B 20 is ascribed to the high atomic packing density around Fe atoms.
